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New QMS Software Release Provides Improved Quality Management in 
Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations 
 

Chanhassen, MN  March 25, 2020 – ERP Solutions, Inc., the world leader in advanced quality 
management solutions for Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations, announced today a new version 
3.0 of their QMS solution, Total Quality Control Management (TQCM).  The new release incorporates 
additional functionality and continuing improvements to the product’s existing rich features.  TQCM has 
been the leading Quality Management Solution for Dynamics since it was first introduced in 2004.   
 
TQCM has been expanded with additional languages and now includes translations for quality control 
plans.  Integration is improved to standard D365 Human Resources for personnel certificates 
qualification and tracking.  Quality Requirements Planning (QRPTM) has been improved with Single Run 
Frequencies that permit QRP to quickly apply quality scheduling against single processes for purchasing, 
production and sales.  Other areas include improvements to quality processes including CAPA, NCR, and 
Customer Complaints. 
 
A new major feature in this version called Quality Questionnaire.  Quality Questionnaire provides users 
with the ability to create typical questions with standard responses to aid in quality processes.  Quality 
Questionnaire includes integration to Customer Complaints and Inspections.  Predefined questions 
added to a Complaint can assist the person responding or investigating complaints by enabling them to 
follow a defined path to resolve customer issues.  A new Module called Inspection Orders provides a 
centralized inspection area for incoming materials directed through the D365 Warehouse Management 
System. 
 
About ERP Solutions 
ERP Solutions, Inc.is a certified ISV for Microsoft on Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations.  The 
company builds solutions for Dynamics 365 and today has a worldwide base of customers in 
automotive, aerospace, pharmaceutical, medical-device, and other industries. 
 
Visit us at: 
www.erpsolutions.biz 
at Microsoft Appsource 
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